[Evaluation of results in transcervical hysteroscopic myoma resection].
The benign uterine fibroid is one of the most common cause for complains of females. The most important aim of the medicine nowadays is to treat the patient with minimally invasive methods, saving the organ. Authors evaluate the efficacy of the transcervical hysteroscopic fibroid resection (TCRM) among their patients. Authors performed 66 transcervical hysteroscopic fibroid resection (TCRM) in 61 patient in a six-year period. Based on clinical computed database and mailed questionnaires 51 patients were followed up. 30 out of 51 patients showed no symptoms after the procedure, in 14 cases subsequent fibroid was detected, while in 7 cases other type of complains occurred not related to the myoma. During the procedures complications appeared only in 4 cases, one perforation and three bleeding episodes occurred. Based on the data authors emphasize that TCRM is a safe and excellent method in treating submucosal fibroids.